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- (Lukas Quist Lund): [So just to start easily, if you would just describe, share in which

way you encounter listening with your work and practice. And perhaps also, that's a

weird question, because I also mean beyond practice and work, just in general, where

do you sort of like, deals with listening maybe?]

(Hoda Siahtiri): [That's a bit different, but...] Because within my work I had an answer for

you, [but maybe they are the same, I don't know. Because I think] I'm not separated from my

work really, because it's really kind of my life this project thing.

- [Is also what I meant with the correction.]

[Yeah, so more or less I can say, more or less with resonance it will be, they kind of overlap,

you know. Yeah, for me listening actually, yeah,] there was a whole change actually in what

listening means to me or how I relate to listening, I would say. There were different phases

and it kept changing. My God, there are many flies here.

- [I think it's just one fly just keeping attacking you. ]

[Come to my face.]

- [Right. ]

[Yeah, there were] different phases, not phases, I would say, they just changed or it was

different stages of understanding and relating to listening. Very simply I would say, maybe

I'm misjudging myself, but what I remember in the beginning was just not hearing. [ I don't

say not listening because when you don't hear also you kind of are listening, but you're

listening in a more of, this is how I understand it, you know, it's just from my thing. So when

you are, yeah,] when you're not really hearing, you're still kind of listening, [but you're some

sort of subconscious is listening, but you don't hear anything. ] So your other parts are kind of

listening still and there is a trace of listening there, but you don't have access or you're not

able to be aware of it or very conscious about it. [So maybe for me, this started from there

because] the fact that I was directed to work with women's voice, especially my female

ancestral voice, [I would say, I think I was listening to something, but I was not aware that

I'm like, not, and at some points I was not also listening because I was in deep, yeah, deep, I
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would say,] psychological complications that, yeah, just was looking for a way to survive,

you know, out of the amount of the grief I was dealing with. So my listening process maybe

started from not hearing anything and then it was very difficult to open, to be honest, it was a

difficult process to open, yeah, to open and to start to listen and hear really.

- [What was the difficulties?]

It was painful. It's painful to sit down and listen to your pain. It's just suffering. [And yeah, I

remember I would get impatient from different ways and very practically I was not patient to

listen to the songs that I was practicing or I wanted to learn] because by hearing these songs,

actually I was activating the whole pain there or I was trying to open up, to listen.

- [Yeah, because the songs were your ancestral songs.]

[I was feeling so impatient and I was like, no, but, you know, like that's what we've been

talking today a little bit, like about well-being and tension and care and, you know, all this is

so, there are moments of tension that you suffer deeply, you know.] Maybe we go there, these

flies are in the way.

[stopping the recording while moving to a different location.]

- [Let's do it again. Yeah.]

[Where I was, yeah, I was just thinking about this process and, and then this, for me, was like,

okay, I'm really telling myself like, stay there, keep silent and try if you can really listen to

these songs. And then] I found out that this listening for me, how it needs to be embodied

because I cannot just sit and listen. It's so painful. So when you're in pain, you cannot just sit

still. You need to just turn around or twist or, you know, react. And there was a time for me

where I recognized that I can listen when I make a little bit of this little noise or sound

because it smoothes me from inside.

- [That becomes the reaction.]
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[That's, yeah, that helps me to be able to listen. And that's why also after five years I'm

working on this, after five years, it became one of my main methods to give also to people. I

don't know if they're going to use it or not, but it's just for me, actually,] my voice is a way of

listening, which is contradictory because we think that if we want to listen, we have to keep

silent.

- [But more, I think that it more speaks into the complexity of voice.]

[Exactly.]

- Like voice is not only, to take space. [Like voice, as you demonstrate, but it's so much

more. Voice is also something you can do to give. And you can also, at least with

another conversation, like there was my own, very much on how you can be the voice

for others in terms of like the complexity and nuances that voice is.] And rarely the

voice is your own. [Rarely it's like the result of a larger condition that is like reacting

through voice. So I think I'm understanding.]

[Yeah, but that's very true. It's such a nice thing you said. Exactly the complexity of voice.

But maybe I put it also more in, I was putting it more in front of the silence,] you know, this

binary thing of listening and silence, you know, which I really don't believe in. I think to be

able to listen, we don't need to be silent.

- [Like sure there's one form of listening within the silence, but there's also many other

forms as well.]

[Yeah, of course. Exactly. So that's how it became something for me to be able. So I learned

how I'm able to listen actually. It's when I make my little movements, which of course my

movements are a little bit voice oriented.] I see the voice as a limb, as a part of the body. I

don't think the voice is different... I believe singers are dancers and for me it's the same, so I

don't really differentiate them. So when I say move, I see it within the general form of really

moving. Because I think it's also quite physical, it's just not visible.

- [Yes.]
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[Which is very interesting that it's like this. But anyways, I take it as my limbs or whatever

part of my body. It's an extension, it's part of my body.] It's an extension of the body that is

not visible.

- [But I think in many ways that's... It makes a lot of sense. Like to focus on the limbs

that you can see is weird. Because there's so many things with our bodies, perhaps

most of the things, we cannot see them. We cannot see them. And just in terms of like

the bacterias or what's in our system, whatever. It's a whole range of, I should say,

invisible limbs. But they're definitely there. And they're very evident.]

[Yeah, of course. Yeah, they're very evident. Like] you touch people, you touch the skin

with the frequency with your voice waves. [Like with the sound waves of your voice. It's

just... You know, it's just... So yeah, that became for me such a thing. I would say like

listening, the time like... Now... Okay, that was really a big part of also my work. Or the

research that it became like, okay, this way of listening. But recently, the time less maybe…

In suffer or in very... You know, actual pain of loss. So I'm experimenting also with silence

listening sometimes.] I like it to be silent. But before, I was not able to do it for long

Because the amount of pain I was experiencing was so high. Which didn't make sense just to

pretend that I'm feeling nothing. And I can keep silent, you know. [So now it's a little bit of

that. But to be honest, for me,] listening is really... Is in a state of resonance. [ Is in a state of

resonance.] So we resonate with what we are listening to. [Scientifically, you want to say. So

is in a state that I can resonate with you. And it can be many different. It can be sound, it can

be... You know… Either vibrations we have, which is easiest way to consider it is the sound

thing. ] If I resonate with you, I listen. But I also can resonate when someone keeps silent. [I

can listen when…When someone keeps silent.] If that person wants me to. If it's a way of

communication. [ So I would say this resonating together is really a listening thing for me at

the moment.] It might change, but that's what I think now.

- [In the beginning, when the listening was then very painful. Or was a way of the pain

could manifest itself.] How has that sort of become both ways? That the listening is

both a way of the pain emerging. But also a place where the pain can be reacted to.

[That's the funny thing that I was also talking about it when you asked me that question.

Yeah, it's very interesting.] That's how it is. By listening you discover... Because the pain is
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there, you know. So… I was just getting crazy because I was not able to connect to my pain.

Or I was trying to not see or not connect or not to listen to. [Or not to hear it. So when you...

When you want to hear so the pain shows off.] And of course pain is painful. But to be able

to calm this down. This painful thing you still need to listen to it. Otherwise you cannot calm

it down. [So you get the pain appeared or sense it. Not appeared, sense it. Because you kept

listening or you started listening. But at the same time you need to keep listening to be able

to… ]

- Calming down, is that a sense of resonating?

[To be honest calming down is one of the resolutions that might come. But I was reading in a

book. Which I don't remember the name. But recently I was reading and this stayed in my

mind. Which exactly that's what the writer was talking about.] Going deep and vibrating deep

inside the pain. [So just really kind of like diving in the pain. That's it.]

- [It also seems like this core element. Like the vibration. Both literally but also as a

metaphor. Like this very fundamental essence of the pain. It's just this vibration.]

[To resonate with it.]

- [Exactly yeah. But on this very simple fundamental level. Not the attributes to pain.

But the core of the pain is what the resonant is vibrating with. That also just sounds

extremely tough.]

Yeah tough because the human body has a certain capacity.

- [They are fragile in many ways.]

[Or I would say human psyche has a capacity. Because body wise actually. We can also

psyche wise. But we can go really crazy things. I don't know if you have seen like this videos

of some sort of cults. Or that they do really weird things to their body.] Like putting a knife in

the body. Or nothing happens.

- Hanging themselves in crooks.
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[So the way the body can really. It's really extreme. And it can be really. But I would say

like] it all depends on the psyche. Also not to fall apart. Or what we consider as falling apart.

[What you are talking about. Because it's really difficult.] Or really you said tough. It's the

fear of falling apart. It's the fear of annihilation. It's the fear of dying.

- [Yeah and like tough is not that important. I think for me it was. Well tough was for

me like a way to recognize. That it was a very difficult way of mind. Like resonating

with this vibration of the pain. But what I think really interest me.] Is the willingness

of the risk. And the flexibility of capacity. [That you have to coordinate in some way.

That in order to embrace it.]

[You said the risk.]

- [Yeah because I think. And I speak from my own experience. Like] quite often if I

try to avoid the pain. It is also because of the risk. What I would recognize in

confronting this pain. That this pain perhaps holds some vulnerability. A state of

vulnerability that I might be afraid of. Or it holds knowledge. In which I would then

have to act upon. [ Because now I know. So there is this risk of actually embracing

the pain. Because the pain comes with many different elements. In which I cannot

undo afterwards.] Does that make sense?

[Yeah it makes sense] but why should you want to undo?

- [No, no, yeah. But that is where it takes a good, great person to say that. I think in

this situation. And again from my own experience. You can become a very small

person. And not be reminded of the greater world you are in. In which you don't want

to undo. You want to follow, you want to embrace. You want to grow with and plant

more seeds. But in that moment of the pain. At least in my experience I can also

become a very small person.]

[Yeah but you mean what I feel. I am trying to understand you well. By being damaged or

being hurt in a way that you cannot undo that. Yeah, yeah. Is it more than that?]
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- [Both that and also before the damage. That you, like if you don't want to recognize

the damage.] You then stay in this avoidance. In this fear. So you have already been

damaged but it takes courage to open up for it. And there is a risk to embrace the

damage.

[Yeah, yeah of course. But the thing is, I don't think.] Because the damage is there. When we

feel pain the damage has happened.

- [Now it is just a condition.]

[Exactly.] So the fear for me is a little bit of something that has already happened. [Yeah of

course if we take, let's simplify it. If we take painkillers. We don't feel the pain. And maybe

we don't, for example. Like for a big surgery. Like a big surgery we get. Yeah. How to say

what we get when we do surgery. I forgot the English word.]

- [You remove something?]

[No, just you are senseless.]

- [Oh yes.]

[Oh my god.]

- [Oh yeah. I know, you are completely gone and you are in sleep. Yeah, I just

remembered.]

[It is a very normal word but I don't remember it. Anyway, so you know what I mean. Yes,

heavily sleeping. Yeah, that one. Because we could be hurt or damaged of experiencing such

a pain. Yeah, this I understand. So it might have a level. But still to think about human

capacities. Like human bodies capacities. That could also be different. But I am not going to

that direction. Let's keep it simple for us. Let's keep it simple.] The pain we are talking about

which is coming with listening. And which is coming through grief. Is a psychological pain

rather. I mean I don't really like to differentiate physical pain and psychological. Because I

think there is no real border. [It is really, there is no real border. But sometimes to convey the
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meanings we have to make this thing. So that is why. Just to differentiate it from a pain of a

surgery for example. So yeah, with that I think. I think it is a necessity.] If you don't open up

to it, it will damage much more. It will really damage much more. Because it is there and it is

working. [Any ways it is working. It is just you are senseless. You are numb. So you are not

actively feeling. But inactively it is doing its damage there. So better to be able. That is at

least the way I see mourning. That is what the mourning comes for me. Or doing work of

grief comes for me. It is like to take the courage. Go there] But of course to take the courage.

I mean who am I to say that. [It is a big thing to take the courage. And for me also being able

to take the courage. It took a very very long way. Really, really, literally long way. So I am

not saying it from a position of… Of course it is so difficult. And I asked help of…] I said a

little bit. I asked for help of everything. I asked for help of nature. I asked for help of my

ancestors. I was just asking for help from everywhere.

- [Do you think there is a connection between this way? This long way. But just the

way is the way. And there is no other way. I think everybody... It is just the way. Do

you think that is connected to… How the voice can interplay? Also the voice of

others? Like this way is perhaps... Made possible by the voice of yourself and

others?]

Can you say the beginning of your question?

- [I was just curious really about this. In your specific way. And I was wondering if...

Your relationship to your own voice. And your relationship to other voices. Also the

nature's different voices. And silenced voices. Is there a connection between that way?

And these voices? And could the way have... For example been any different? Or did

it need those specific voices in this way that were coming to you?]

[Yeah.]

- [And for me this is a very abstract question. Because it is not my way. And I don't

know these voices of yours. But I am just curious.]

[Yeah if we just connect it to the previous thing we were saying. Of protection. Or taking...

I mean feeling protected to be able to take the courage. Can I go through that? Does it make
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sense for you? Then yes of course. Yeah of course. ] Of course the other voices are needed.

Because I believe... I believe grieving is not a one man work thing. It is a collective thing. It

needs support. It needs company. [It needs... It is a collective thing. It is a collective... I

mean the collectiveness of course. Also it is collectivity of a community. Of your family. Of

different levels.] But also collectivity in terms of being connected. To... This collectivity

could be also with nature. Or could be with your ancestors. For me going through the

lamenting tradition. I was asking and recalling. The voice, the supportive voice of my

ancestors. How they were going through pain. So teach me how I can go. And how you can

support me within that. Because maybe my body is more affiliated with that. Because you

have been doing it in centuries. I don't know about millennia. Or god knows how long. [So

yes of course. And I don't even see in my own voice. A sense of unity. A sense of

individuality. I feel more like a unity thing. I don't think my own voice. One of us said it

today. Very nicely. ] It is not only my voice. It is also the voice of maybe my mother. [Part of

it. Voice of... And voice changes also. ]

- [Voice changes a lot. And I think. Just as you can say you have a beautiful voice.

You can also say that your voice is painful. And it is slow and it is wise. And it is

old. All these different things. Just to describe. I think we often say this. That voice

is a unity and not individual. Because these descriptions of the…] Voice is a witness

of more than just who you are right here as an individual. Voices are witnesses to all

these things that the voice is able to be of. [It is very nice. I feel that sometimes it is

easier. To talk about listening. In the context of this voice. Like other times it can be

very. Just difficult. But it seems very natural. With the voice.] The voice is a very

strong companion, when it comes to listening.

[I think it is. And it is a good help to be able to listen.]

- [In terms of then. Perhaps the difference between. Not the difference. But the

changes between pain and grief. Grief is something different. It holds more or less.

Just different really.]

[Grief is a state we go in. When we are experiencing the pain of loss. So that is basically how

it is. It is a state.]
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- [But I think that. That specific element. With the pain of the loss. And that loss not

just being mine. But something that we. As you say. Are more about. I am

interested.] How is listening then also changing? How is listening not just ‘becoming

yourself’, but changing and becoming with-others. [I don't have much experience

with grief. But I would just imagine. Myself being quite. Challenged by. By listening

alone. In terms of the grief. I wouldn't want to do that.]

[Because it is. Just saying. Because it might be. What comes to my mind. Because it is a

heavy work. I don't want to say. It is really.] It is like deep in the ocean.

- What do you mean?

It is dark. But the darkness doesn't mean… I don't mean this connotation of darkness as

something negative. No, it is just so deep there. It is very dark.

- [It seems like it is unknown. Mystery.]

It is unknown but it is not only also mysterious. It is just. It is just massive. A massive thing.

It is not easy to see. It is not easy to deal with. And for sure something that we don't have

direct access to. We are avoiding it. Or we are scared to go alone. [ Like through there. It is

very normal of kids. During the time of learning process. To be scared of darkness. It is a

little bit like that. That is what you tell me. That you don't. Because for me also. In the past

it has been like this. But now I am just used to it. It is something you get used to it.] And

you recognize that it is such a palpable thing. Of everyday life. So we all grieve. Everyone

grieves. It is grieving. Because we all experience loss. But it is just the level of the loss. It is

just sometimes the loss is how big it is. [So we recognize how far we are going in grieving.

That is what I would say. How you related it to yourself. But in terms of the unity thing.]

Again.We all deal with loss. Every human being. It is impossible not to.

- [Yes.] But also that we deal with loss together.

Yes. We do. But we do it in different ways. And we do it in different stages. So what is

beautiful about collective grieving? For me. That is what I am also very fascinated with in

communities. And rituals. Of giving space to such practices. Because it is impossible to take
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it away from human life. [ Even for me. But I think that] animals also grieve. [ So you give

space to this. Because we all do. And we all have loss. But in different levels and

dimensions. But when we do it collectively. Even if lucky. X and Y. That they were not

experiencing the loss of their parents. Or children. Which is quite harsh. But by being in

proximity to them. We can experience the loss. And we prepare. Because this is going to

arrive. Everyone is going to. Unless you die very early. Which is also not things that we are

planning for. At least.]

- [Then right out the grief.]

[Yes. And then. Exactly. It is just some sort of. You know how do I see it. I see it as a little

bit of. Yes. It is a whole body. And different parts. And different organs. Could get different

pains. In different levels. Sometimes I see us like that. So we all connected to the same

body. One body. But maybe my liver is really in a bad pain. And my knee is ok. Or you

know. But at the same time. ] If we understand that in a big sense. Or in a more... Cosmic

sense. We are all experiencing that. Through maybe collective grief. Then it is also easier to

go through.

- [And I think there is a. A massive. Both lack but also. Slowly losses of these rituals.

Like I think. They exist in so many different ways. All over the world. But in some

way they are. Less time and space for them. And perhaps the need for them. Is even

growing in some sense. And in some way. That scares me. But the beautiful thing.

Just also with what you presented. And did with us today. Is how fundamental.

These rituals are for us.] In some ways it is just. Breathing. It is just having our voice.

It is just letting it become part of our idea of being. [Also with ourselves. And with

our buddies and each other. ] It is really just allowing it to happen. It is not some big

invention. It is not something you have to study for. You just have to allow it to be

there, invite it in. [So there is a lot of encouragement. A lot of hope in me. But also

this. Sense of it is not happening right now.]

[I think it is happening. Anyways right now. Because it is just.]

- [In this general sense. The time and space for it.]
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[Yeah of course.] Because unfortunately we are living in a dominant system. Where

everything needs to be efficient within only one definition of efficiency.

- [Profit making.]

[Exactly profit making. In one way of understanding progress. And development. And

benefits. So of course there is no space. Because within this state. You are not. ]

- [Profit maker. No. ]

[At least the. ]

- [ Profit you are making. Is out of that spectrum. Within a different system. That is

not dominant.]

[So in the dominant way of understanding efficiency. You are not efficient. So there is no

space seen for it. It is insane. And then I would say. In a lot of. Cultures. I am seeing that

also. It is stigmatizing. ] And it is becoming more and more stigmatized, which is likely to be

considered as witchcraft. Or weird. Or whatever that you cannot perceive and analyze with

your frontal part of your brain.

- [Yeah.]

[So yeah of course. But look. Look what is happening. Just so much. Of like.

Psychological. Complications. That people are dealing with. Every day more and more. And

now we see it much more. After this period of pandemic. It just exploded. You know. Like

the high rate of. Suicide and all this thing. And all I mean. We need a time to grieve. But

there is no space for it. And there is no collective sense. To do that. So. Anyways. ] I believe

humans, I mean from a social science perspective, human beings are always in

transformation. [So we are transforming. ] And also I hope, we survive. If we don't survive.

It is ok also. But I hope we can transform. And then within this transformation. We also have

to build up again our collective practices of grief. Otherwise it is impossible. It is impossible

to continue.
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- [Always because. One thing is like. Us as a humans. And our needs. And our

building and destruction.] But everything is affected by grief. [As you said. It is not

just something we have as human. I don't know in what way. But I imagine that all

levels. All elements have grief. Like animals are close. Just to maybe understand.

The grief of the animal. ] But the grief of trees, stones, rivers. The planet. I don't

know how and in what way to describe it. [But I imagine that state of relationship.

That the grief is. Is not exclusive to us. It is for everything.]

[ No it is the whole way of dealing. Major dealing with things of course.]

- [And especially because it is. Also a matter of vibration. Like there is a sense of

vibration. Travelling in time and space. That make these affections. And I am just

wondering. And this could be a quite. Speculative way of thinking. But we don't

have. The time and space and rituals. To handle these rituals. In a fashionable

manner.]

[We have to make it.]

- [We have to make it.]

[We have to make it. It is necessity.]

- [I think the beauty for me. Is also in terms of the climate crisis. These vibrations is

also. A way to insist. On us making these changes. Otherwise they will. They are

there. It is us who has to either. Adapt. Or perhaps. End with being. Because the

vibrations is there. And the vibrations. Is much more stronger than us. We are the

vibrations. Not the other way around. In some way. I am having this imagination. Of

these vibrations. Crumbling down the buildings. That steals the time. And space.

For these rituals. Of grief. This listening practice.]

[Yeah.]

- [I like the idea. That you introduce. Resonating with. The deep vibrations. Because

that is something more. It is very powerful. At least for me. Just to explore more.
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On that. Listening is. Many different things. Sometimes also used. In almost.

Contradiction manner. I am just wondering. More than just being in resonance.] How

does listening manifest itself? How do we touch it? How do we act upon it? In

relation to these, pains and grievances. [In this. If there were time and space. Or there

are. But if there were more of it. What would it be like?]

[I think it is a practical thing. That we should do when listening. And see.]

- [Maybe I can ask how it was for you? Or how it is for you?]

For me it is my artwork. And it is when I sing. It is really that. I don't know why. I found

myself there. It was not a decision. I just found myself. I am very sensitive to pain. What

comes out is actually the result of listening to it. [When I was not listening. Or when I was

not hearing it. I told you in the beginning. I was not in a good state. That I wanted to. But

that is also part of me. But the way I feel the difference. And how it has changed. Is actually

my voice.]

- [Physically?]

[Also physically. All the work I make is not. Only voice oriented.] It is my voice. I sing the

pain. Of loss. And I don't know. How it just happened.

- [Yeah. I think there is something nice. About you say that. I sing it. But in many

ways. Enlarging it. By saying I am the singing of the voice of pain. Quite often I

return. To that phrasing of it. Because it. Says a lot of the things. That is very difficult

to say. But it is nice. To include myself into it. Rather than thinking I have so much to

do with it. ] It is more me who has to be allowed in.

[Yeah I agree. I just don't sometimes. ] I just mostly don't say it. Because it might be

perceived as some sort of a schizophrenic type of thing.

- [Yeah. It is also not how the language works. It is like nobody.] It is something we

say when we sense that the other person understands what I mean to say.[ In the

essence totally yes.]
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[You are right. At least at this moment. At this time. At this place in life I am.] Maybe in 30

years I will be the song of joy. Or something. But that is who I am. [At the moment. Yeah I

think.]

- You will be many different songs.

[That would be cool.]

- [I am wondering. Because you mentioned your ancestors. And you mentioned this.

The practice of these female singers. Yeah. I am just curious. To know more about.

Were these two things connected? Yeah.]

[Two things you mean. What is the second thing?]

- [Yeah. More in detail. There could also be something we added into it. But it was

something I did not know about. And it sounded beautiful.]

[Yeah. As you know. ] Laman singing exists all around the world. It is just part of... I mean

Laman has very different shapes. And forms. It also depends on which context. And which

region. [ It is very. It can be very various. In forms. In structure. In form. But this specific

one. That I was taken. Really. Or I was dragged. Is. It is a little bit different from. The main

perception of Laman singing. It is more of this. More of the ancient old school one. Which

is a collective singing. Because we have also. A way of Laman singing. That is done by an

individual. Which is mostly a professional. Who asks for money. It is a job. In still many

countries. Like] in French they call it pleureuse. We do not have it in English? Someone who

makes others cry. Or help them to cry. [In many old cultures. I know in Albania. In Lebanon.

In also Iran. In many places. But this special type. Of Laman singing. Is a collective

singing. Which I assume is a bit older. Than that. I was reading some books. Of aborigines

in Australia. That is more of. An indigenous culture. ] In this form it exists in Iran. Because

this nation, the Bakhtiari nation, they have been nomads. [ It was much easier. They have

been settled by force. Since 80 years ago. Or 90 years ago. Since after World War I. But for

millennia. They have been nomads. They could preserve. Their kind of. I would say

indigenous. It is not really indigenous anymore. But still. The culture. It is done in circle.]
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Women gather for the community. It is what they do. For themselves and for the community.

When a big loss happens. Basically you learn, by growing up in the community, these songs.

Because there is always someone who is dying. Most of the time. And your mother or aunt,

your sister or grandmother, one of them knows how to sing. You have heard it. [In a natural

way. People learn it. But there are always few people. They are more daring. They have

more self confidence. They know better how to improvise. They are more good with music.

They become leader singers. The others accompany them. As you heard. With all this vocal

techniques. In the Bakhtiari nation. ] It is named Go Giriv or Suru. It is a lamentation. It

means to say and to cry. I don't know. [That was your question? Where is it coming from? It

was new for you?]

- [Yes.]

[It is normal that it is new. It is not something that is normally here. I didn't grow up there. I

grew up in the city. My mother was totally from another region. My parents met in the

university. We grew up in a super urban life. Every summer we were visiting my grandma.

When my grandfather passed. I remember that women were singing that. ] There were

occasions that I heard it. If you are not living in that area. You don't hear it.

- [You also mentioned that it was a practice. Perhaps slowly. Not dying out. But

decreasing. Fewer people doing it. Being one of those moving away. In some way

rediscover. I think that would be a beautiful practice. To be able to share. Like myself.

I have no knowledge about it. But I am in search of a meaningful practice. To give

time and space to pain and grief. And have a way to allow my voice. To work with it.

In Denmark. With funerals. There is a lot of beautiful singing. That is really powerful.

It is doing a lot. But that is the only time. It is the only time in space where this is

happening. Then you go away. And you don't have knowledge about these songs. It

is not songs that you are carrying in your own body.]

[There is a professional.]

- [You can also sing along. But you are more detached to it. It is like intuitionalized in

some way. It is not embodied within yourself. Or the people that was around the grief

and the pain. Like those within that little church. It is much more detached. So you
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have a beautiful moment. But you don't have a practice to go with it. You don't have

something that…]

[You can do it. That is the thing I really think is needed.] We try to transform our old

traditions. Not to let them die. Not because they should not die. Just because they are

important. They are useful for us as humans to continue. [That is the thing for me. I did a few

times the circle of grieving voices. Which is a collective grieving practice through voice.

That I facilitate. And I kind of build it up together through this research period. And I shared

it a few times in some occasions. With the public. ] And many people told me the same as

you said. Like we need this regularly. We need it at least once a month. Or no, maybe it is too

much. Every Saturday, every season. I was like I agree. I myself need it. I need to grieve in a

collective way. Because the energy that we release through collective grief, through voice, is

so powerful. It is so powerful.

- [It is a chance that our voices learn. And evolve. And connect. Because I think in

some way the voice will do it by itself anyway. But the way is just so long. So

difficult. And having these collectives. Is not a shortcut. It is just a very beautiful

empowering way of doing it. ]

[ Yeah of course. Giving a space to grieve in a collective sense. Giving legitimacy. Giving a

space to see it. Giving a space to see the lost. And to resonate with the pain. Through voice.

Also through soothe yourself. So yeah. There were a few times. Actually there was one of

the circles that I held. And we happened to be a really diverse public. Because Brussels is a

very diverse city. And the public happened to be really really diverse. From Belgium. From

North Africa. Different places. From Central Africa. From different parts of Asia. From

Latin America. Everywhere. I could see my friends from Greece. From everywhere. I could

just see people. Not see. I could hear. Because when we started after. It is a ceremony. It is a

workshop that takes like 3 hours.] When people opened up their voice. I could hear the whole

planet.

- [Feel it.]

[Because the different analysis. It is not that they were necessarily singers or anything. But

it was in their. I think in their kind of.]
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- [Vibration.]

[Yeah. In their memory. ] Or in their cellular memory. And then I could just. Like recognize.

Wow. Different tonalities we have from different places. All around the world. And the power

it had.

- [I heard. Just to like empathize that. Because I heard. It was within a larger podcast.

But it was about this tribal. In the Amazonas. Who had like a singer. Like a lead

singer. And in this case it was like an older man. He had to pass on the role. To his

grandson. And the way of the teaching the singing. Was to. Showcase to this kid.

All the different experiences of life. And the sounds of nature. So the grandfather was

sort of like just taking him through. Experience. Experience with like the sound of

different grass. Under certain circumstances. But also the experience of. Kids being

born. Food being prepared. Like the wholeness of what singing. Can sort of like bring

into. Was like part of this practice. And in many ways it just made so much sense.

But in a western context. Where singing is this system. This sort of like cold

instrument. It is so strange. But of course. The wholeness is influencing. What singing

is.]

[And connecting to what you said actually. About the need of repeating it. Is that this wrong

perception. That we have. Like super neoliberal capitalist perception. Of healing or well

being. Or something. You think it is also a goody that you can achieve. Which is totally.]

Totally nonsense. Because you can never achieve that. It is always a path. That always you

have to try. With its own ups and downs. Which can get super hard. Super tough. So this is

also with grief. Grief is not something that you say. Ok. I grieve and I am good. Goodbye. I

am going and I am productive.

- [Or whatever. I will make a nice insta post about my grieving. ]

Grief never disappears. Never. Grief just transforms in different ways. But never disappears.

[And the fact that you always have different losses. That you need grief to deal with. Is not

necessarily loss of a dear one. That you lose. But there are very different losses. That we

need to grieve.]
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- [Also. And maybe that is something that I have experienced with in terms of grief. I

said earlier that I did not. But] I think there is a lot of grief on a level of the unknown.

Like with the species that we don't even know about, but that is dying out. We can

still feel it.

[Yes of course. ]

- [We just don't know in terms of words or practices what it is. But it is there. And the

vibrations of those grievings is also affecting our bodies. And on a very larger scale.

Those vibrations. That unknown pain of grieving that we are dealing with. Is very

overwhelming. But as you say. Something just stays there. I cannot. We don't want

to fix anything. Because there is no point of fixing. ] There is not a situation where

things are fixed. So these vibrations of unknowns. That just goes through us. Is what

we should adapt to in some way. [ And with the narrow liberal capitalistic system.

That is definitely a dead end. If you want to work with the unknown. Because they

are very much oriented to the known.]

[Everything should be known. ]

- [We only focus on what we can see.]

[And classify.]

- [And then the world becomes so small And your possibility to grieve with only these

little things. Is just not enough. Because there is all the other grieving. That you just

don't have space and time. ]

[ Exactly. To identify. To really identify them. But that is the thing. That is why we have to

insist. And in my opinion. On this transformation. And bring them. In Iran. That is a weird

country. Because we are a nation. That we have been alone. At least during the past 40

years. After the bloody revolution. It is not that I have a problem with the revolution. I had a

problem with how it came. And the consequences. We have been only alone to grieve. So

our culture had both sides. But most of the joyful things were banned. Or were privatized. Or
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like go for indoor or something. But all the mourning ceremonies. Which is quite a lot. They

were there. Now they are also stopping that. Because that is a place for people to get

together. But I am not going there. I want to say. I grew up with that. And also because it is

a region. Because of all these political complications. Has been decades and decades. And

decades. And they are. Yeah. Under blood and catastrophe. So there was this tradition.

That women used to gather together. I think it still is. Which is of course in a very religious

context. But not everyone was religious who was going. That is the thing. The need with

grief. The funny thing. So women would gather together. And just every season or every two

months. They would find a reason. Like in religious calendar. Just to go. Or someone would

talk and sing. More of like the other way I told you. Like a professional. Who her job is to

make people cry. To talk about the difficulties and suffers of the saints. But everyone cries.

And it used to be really necessary for people to go. Because that is the way of collective

grieving. Really the same concept. So yeah. It used to be such a thing. Which of course

because of now all this political complications. Because it has so much of religious facets.

So people are not doing it. But I think deep in its core. Actually it is a very vital ceremony. It

is a very vital gathering.]

- [I have not been there. But it sounds like we are all crying. And we all cry

differently.] And because of certain systems. Only certain ways of crying are being

acknowledged. And shared publicly. And understood. And all the other marginalized

ways of crying. They are just pushed out. [ And I think those more collectively. Of

course the collectivity is not the answer for everything. But at least you have a more

open. Understanding of what it means to cry. It is not just tears. It is not just that or

that or that. It is many different things. ] And you can ‘hide’ within the collective. To

have another kind of way of crying. One that you cannot carry on your own.

That is the thing of collectiveness. You cannot carry things alone. So we carry together. That

is why we are kind of social beings.

- But I think the same is true about listening. [ Or having the voice. That all] structures

benefit certain kinds of listening. Certain kinds of care. Certain kinds of having a

voice.

[Profit maker. ]
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- [That is the very extreme. But also just like this space we have with the Listening

Academy. Not all kind of listening is possible here. And that is the nature of all

meetings. That is fine. But quite often I think we have. Structures that are too much

alike. That does not allow. This incredible overwhelming amount of different voices.

And different practices of listening. Not just human centric. Not just culture wise. But

this overwhelming feeling of different ways of doing it. And one of the very beautiful

things. When you see somebody crying. And nothing in the crying is recognised in

yourself. But you know it nonetheless. There is this other resonance with the crying.

That is not something you have any experience with yourself. But the connection to

this vibrations of the pain is there. And that you can definitely feel. But nothing on the

surface is for you. But what you are doing. But it is really happening. Because you

have these structures that. They all look the same.]

[We just need to push it. To induce it and then to push it further and further.]

- [To maybe round up. And also perhaps as a service to the reader. Is there something

that you would like to just say. Share, empathise. That we can just leave there. Just

like a note, a comment, a reminder. Invitation, proposal. I don't know. Something

that.]

[No. I think we talked about super interesting stuff. And we gave the reader a lot of material.

]

- [Yes. And to each other.]

[We are also part of the readers. Yes, absolutely. I would love to say thank you. It was nice. I

am happy we shared.]

- [Maybe just a quick last question. Because this is of great interest to myself. ] How is

it to talk about? [Because the format of the conversation. Is very. I don't know. It is a

format. And it allows certain things. And it does not allow other things. How was it

for you to talk about?]
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[It was really nice. It was good. It was natural. ] It is really my topic. I am kind of at ease.

To talk about it. It is really… A little bit of difficulty. With sometimes noise, distraction. Or

dogs or human passing. But I find it quite interesting. Because also… There is a way of also

thinking-writing. But there is also a way of thinking-talking. [So that way Was thinking,

talking. Happening. Which was really nice. I propose if you want. I can give references of

the names. Or places that I have been talking about. Or ceremonies. Or things later. If you

think.]

- [I think it would be nice to include. Also because we speak about. Sharing it. And

expanding it. And keeping it alive. It would make a lot of sense. To then also do it. ]

[To do it.]

- [Allowing others to do easier. Access. More contact.]

[Of course. We can also share contact. I mean. I know also Raoni. That she talked about.

Like it is also holding. Ceremonies or workshops. Collectively. I don't know many others.

Only know myself.]

- [That would be very. One to one. I think they say contact. I mean just context. For

the reader. But it would be nice to include. But maybe that is also too much.]

[I don't know. I think we can say this exists. There are these people who are doing it. But the

thing is also with both of us. ] I know we can only do it when we are invited.

- [Yes. And that is maybe an important note.] We never talked about that. How the

invitation is a premise. For the collective. And the allowance.

[This is a big part of the work. That actually needs to be done. By the new ways of. Locally

thinking. How in different parts of the Europe. The matter of culture. And social art. Is

happening.]
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- [Yes because the invitation. There is either. In my experience. Either very

conceptually. Or very disengaged. And then you have this. Event. This practice that

is just imposed. So the invitation. And the social practice. Is often.]

[The invitation to us as holders. You know.]

- [Alright. I was talking about the so called invitations. That some kinds are being

sending out to these events.]

[No of course that is also there. But for us it is true invitation. If someone asks us to hold

something. But otherwise it is not something. That I. Myself I don't have the energy. And

at the same time I don't believe. In doing this. Running after this inhuman. Cultural and art

institutions. Or even social. I would say. Places. Say like. Look I have no. I am not going to

do that.] For me this is a jewel. If someone understands how valuable this jewel is, I would

love to share it. If not, I am not going.

- [No you don't bring the jewels into a supermarket.]

[No.]

- [That is not why you buy them. And if you do. We can maybe. Redefine what a

jewel is.]

[Yeah exactly. ] But of course. It is also a lot of work. To see and think that. What are the

places now? Within this context. In this locality. In this time, what provides a place for

people. And means. Means and place to gather together. And do such things.

- [Yes.]

[Which is another interview really. It is a big thing.]

- [It is another book.]
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[Yeah exactly. Which is good that you have maybe another person. Like curator or someone.

Because also it is so complicated. And sometimes it is very sad.]

- [Yes.]

But at the same time. Not one person can do everything. It is a collective work.

- [One person can do a lot. But compared to how much there is. It is a tiny little

invisible thing.]

[So it is a collective thing. It is really collective. It should be. It should be.Yeah.]
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